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Abstract
The commonly used linear k-ε turbulence model is shown to be incapable of accurate prediction of
turbulent flows, where non-isotropy is dominant. Two examples of non-isotropic flows, which have a wide
range of applications in marine waters, are saline water flow and the stratified flows due to temperature
gradients. These relate to stratification and consequently, variation of density through vertical layers. In
this paper, a nonlinear k-ε turbulence model, firstly presented by Speziale (1987) and was implemented in
the existing hydrodynamic model. The energy equation has been also added and solved in the
hydrodynamic model. The hydrodynamic model solves the fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations based on
an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) description. The model is an extension to WISE (Width Integrated
Stratified Environments) 2DV numerical model, originally developed by Hejazi (2002). The simulated values
have been compared with the experimental data and have shown acceptable agreements. The predictions are
also compared with the results of the original model employing a standard buoyant k-ε turbulence model,
which showed the advantage of the new turbulence model in prediction of non-isotropic flows.
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1. Introduction

Newtonian fluids and nonlinear Reynolds stress and
mean strain relation. Pope (1975) presented a nonlinear
k-ε turbulence model based on the Caley-Hamilton
theorem and integrity basis tensors. An extensive
research effort was carried by Speziale (1987) to enable
turbulence modeling with consideration of anisotropy
by the application of nonlinear k-ε models. One
example, where anisotropy is dominant and widely
applicable and important in geophysical, environmental
and some other engineering turbulence flows, is
stratified flow. The density variations due to
stratification may be caused by heat transfer, salinity or
other species concentration difference across the depth
of flow. The flows, which lie in this category may

Despite the intensive research efforts of the past
decades to develop more general turbulence models, k-ε
models, still remain the most widely used approach by
engineers and scientists for the solution of practical
problems. The main advantage of k-ε turbulence model
is due to the reasonable computational time compared
with the more complicated models.
To improve the predictions of k-ε turbulence model,
a lot of research work has been carried out. Lumley
(1970) developed a turbulent constitutive relation
which was based on the similarities between non*
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increase or damp turbulence fluctuations depending on
occurrence of stable or unstable shear layers, which are
widely applicable in environmental marine flows. In
stratified flows, stress induced anisotropy is present.
Therefore, linear turbulence models may not result in
accurate predictions of turbulence and hydrodynamics
characteristics of such flows.
The new model has been simulated for three lockrelease type tests, and also heated buoyant jets
discharging into an ambient flow, for which the
laboratory experimental values were reported in the
literature. Velocity and concentration profiles have
been compared with the measured values and linear k-ε
model predictions.

for these stresses are as follows (Speziale, 1987):
1
2
1
τij =- ρkδij +ρk2 lDij +CD ρl2 Dim Dmj - Dmn Dmn δij
3
3
1
+
(Dij - Dmm )δij
3

where, τij is the Reynolds stress tensor, k the
turbulent kinetic energy, l the turbulent length scale,
ρ density, δij the Kronecker delta, Dij the mean strain
tensor, Dij the Oldroyd derivative of mean strain
tensor and, CD =CE =1.68 are constant coefficients.
The Oldroyd derivative of mean strain tensor is
defined as follows (Speziale, 1987):
Dij =

Continuity and conservative Navier-Stokes equations
with the Reynolds stresses terms in ALE description
(Eqs. 1, 2 and 3) have been deployed and implemented
in the hydrodynamic model (WISE) originally
developed by Hejazi (2002):
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where, νt is the eddy viscosity, ∅ the concentration
or temperature, P the production term, G the
buoyancy term, Rf the Richardson number of the flow,
σt the Schmitt number and, σk , β, σε , C1ε , C3ε are
coefficients, which have been defined in Rodi (1993).
For considering the near wall treatment, appropriate
wall functions have been used (Rodi, 1993). The
production term in nonlinear model is different from
the linear model and is defined as follows:

2

-g

+U.∇Dij -

where, C is a dimensionless constant.
k and ε transport equations are as follows (Rodi,
1993):
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where, U is the velocity vector and represents
the gradient operation.
In the k-ε turbulence model, the length scale of
turbulence model is taken to be of the form (Speziale,
1987):

2. Governing Equations

∂u

(4)

(3)

where, x and z are the horizontal and vertical
directions in Cartesian coordinate system, respectively, u
and w the horizontal and vertical velocity components,
respectively, p the pressure, ρr and ρ the reference
density and density of the fluid, respectively, X and Z the
body forces in the x and z directions, respectively, v the
kinematic viscosity, g the gravitational acceleration, and
τxx , τxz and τzz are the Reynolds stresses.
The tonsorial form of the representative equations

p=τxx
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(9)

In this study, the linear form of production term
(Rodi, 1993) has been used and discretized for the
cells adjacent to the bed and the nonlinear form of
8
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the production term has been used in the rest of
domain.
The species concentration and temperature field
equation also has been solved for salinity (Rodi,
1993) and temperature:
∂∅ ∂2 ∅ ∂2 ∅ ∂
∂
∂∅ ∂∅
+u +w =λ 2 +λ 2 u∅ w∅
∂z
∂t
∂x
∂z
∂x
∂z ∂x

and environmental variations including complex
bathymetries. A structured non-orthogonal curvilinear
staggered mesh is used for computational domain,
based on Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description.
The discretization of the flow and transport equations
is based on finite volume method, providing flexibility
for defining control volumes in a staggered grid
system. The solution method is based on a fractional
step scheme, whereby the problem is solved by timesplitting the set of governing conservation equations,
which resembles a projection method.
The discretization and solution of the new turbulence
model equations are the same as hydrodynamic model
scheme. Reynolds stresses have been computed using
central difference scheme for second and third order
derivatives of velocity, while for the first order
derivatives of velocity, finite volume method for each
grid, has been employed. The Reynolds stresses play
as source terms in the momentum equations. The
tonsorial form of equation (4) for one of the Reynolds
stresses, τxz for instance, may be spread as follows:

(10)

+S∅
where, ∅ represents the temperature, salinity or
other types of species concentration, λ is the
diffusion coefficient, and S∅ is the source term. The
terms u∅ and w∅ t are modeled. u∅, for instance uses
the following relation:

u∅=Γ

∂∅
∂x

(11)

where, for salinity field, Γ is the turbulent
diffusivity coefficient of concentration, and λ and Γ
are defined as follows:

λ=
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(13)
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in which, σ and σT are Schmidt number and
turbulent Schmidt number respectively. For
temperature field Γ is the turbulent diffusivity
coefficient of temperature, and λ and Γ are defined
as follows:
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where, t represents the time.
Equation (16) is discretized as follows:

(15)

in which, Pr and Prt are Prandtle number and
turbulent Prandtle number respectively. State equation
was used to calculate the density at each time step
after the energy equation was solved.
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3. Solution Method
WISE is a hydrodynamic free surface numerical
model based on time-dependent Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. The model is capable of
handling problems involving vertical flow characteristics
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The discretization of

∂u ∂w ∂2 w
∂z, ∂x , ∂x2 ,

and

∂w
∂z ,

a distance of

for

= 200 mm away from the left end of

instance, have been presented in equations (18) to

the channel to form a lock. Salt was dissolved into

(21) respectively.

the water behind the perspex gate to create a density
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for linear buoyant and nonlinear k-ε models of
turbulence, compared with the front head position
by Zhu et al. (2006).
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reported in the experimental measurements conducted
(20)

During an initial slumping phase, the front head
position x , increases linearly with time. Two
distinct phases of lock-release front propagation
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Figure 1 shows the gravitational current simulations
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between the two parts of the flume.

were observed and at about 10 lock lengths, the
derivatives

are

transition from the first to the second phase occurs

also

(Zhu et al., 2006).

discretized in a similar manner and are considered as

Figure

source terms into diffusion terms where the diffusion

2

shows

the

front

head

of

the

gravitational current versus time for nonlinear and

is computed in the hydrodynamic model.

standard buoyant k-ε turbulence models and
measured values in a non-dimensional form.

4. Results and Discussion

∗
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4.1. Saline Water
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, and
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where

, in which

the saline water depth,

ambient flow density,

In order to investigate and compare the results of

= / ,

the time,

=
is the
the

the gravity

the nonlinear k-ε turbulence model, the simulation

acceleration and

is the distance from upstream.

results have been compared with the measured

While in the second phase of the gravitational flow

values of three experimental studies of lock-release

extent, linear k-ε turbulence model predicts the front

type and corresponding predicted values of linear

head better than non-linear model; both models

buoyant k-ε turbulence model.

overestimate the front head, in the first phase. The
underestimation of nonlinear k-ε turbulence model

The first test was based on the experimental study

may be due to its diffusive nature.

accomplished by Zhu et al. (2006) as a lock-release
type of gravitational flows. The experiments were

Figure 3 shows the velocity profiles of linear and

carried out in a rectangular perspex flume, 200 mm

nonlinear k-ε turbulence models in comparison with

wide, 400 mm deep and 2590 mm long. The flume

measured values at different locations, and at

was filled with fresh water to a depth of H = 100

t=12.28s. It is evident that nonlinear k-ε turbulence

mm and a perspex gate were positioned vertically at

model shows closer predictions.
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Fig.1: Gravitattional flow simu
ulation for lineaar and nonlineaar models. (a) t=
=0, (b) t=35s, (cc) t=80s, (d) t=160s

Fig. 2: Comparisson of the frontt head position for
f measured vaalues and simullations

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 3: Velocity
V
profilees of linear and nonlinear k-ε tu
urbulence modeels versus meassured values:
(a) x=102
20mm, (b) x=10040mm, (c) x=1
1060mm, and (d) x=1080mm
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The second test is basedd on the experimental daata
rep
ported by Knneller et al. (11999).
The experim
mental proceddure is someehow the sam
me
as the previouss test, except for the disttance betweeen
thee lock and left end of thee channel, wh
hich is 0.34 m
m,
and
d a higher deensity differeence of 41 kg
g/m . Figuree 4
sho
ows the veloocity profile comparison
c
of two modeels
witth measuredd values at x=800mm
x
an
nd t=14s.
thee depth of thhe flow, at each
e
point an
nd

is

the tottal

dep
pth of the fflow. Accepttable agreem
ment has beeen
obttained for booth models.
Fig. 5:
5 Front head po
osition of the grravitational flow
w

4.2. Temperaturee Gradient
he first test is based onn the experiimental dataa
Th
reported by Schiiller et al. (1 973), which was carriedd
by Schiller
S
and Sayre (19733). They ran
n a series off
expeeriments in a flume wiith ambient water flow
w
wherre, a spread
der had beenn set on thee water freee
surfaace to inject the hot wateer into the ambient
a
flow
w
horizzontally. The flume wass 85 ft long
g and 2.5 ftt
widee. The spread
der was placeed at a distan
nce of 16.5 ftt
from
m the channel upstream, and provided a constantt
disch
harge. A comparison
c
of the velocity andd

Fig
g. 4: Velocity pprofile compariison of linear and
a nonlinear kk-ε
models at x=0.8m and t=12s agaiinst measured values
v

temp
perature profiile, are presennted herein. The ambientt

As the thirrd test of the lock-rellease type of

flow
w velocity waas 0.5 ft/s, thee flow depth
h was 0.25 ft,,

stratified saline water, thee predictionss of the lineear

and the temperaature differennce between
n the jet andd

and
d nonlinear models havee been comp
pared with thhe

the ambient
a
flow
w was 25 deegrees of Faahrenheit forr

exp
perimental w
work accom
mplished by Herbert annd

the first
f
test and
d the corressponding vaalues for thee

Sim
mpson (19800).

second test weree 0.3 ft/s, 0..25 ft, and 5 degrees off

The experim
ment proceduure is someh
how the sam
me

Fahrrenheit, respectively. Veelocity comp
parisons aree

as previous onnes. The water
w
depth is
i 0.1 m, thhe

preseented in Figu
ure 6 for thee first test, in
n which d iss

len
ngth of the loock, 0.39 m, and the density differen ce

the flow depth, y the verttical distancce from thee

of fresh and saaline water haas been 9 kg
g/m . Figuree 5

botto
om, and u

sho
ows the fronnt head of thee gravitation
nal current annd

show
wed closer predictions for the no
onlinear k-εε

sho
ows an acceptable agreeement for the nonlineear

turbu
ulence modeel. Figure 7 shows the temperaturee

mo
odel, especiaally in the seecond phasee of extensioon,

profiile for the second tesst, in which
h T is thee

wh
hile, the lineear turbulence model prrovides closser

temp
perature, T

preedictions.

the flow depth, and dt thee temperature differencee
12

the horizzontal velocity, whichh

the ambiient flow tem
mperature, d
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= 150 in the firsst test. The larger
l
valuess of

between thee jet and am
mbient flow. At the waterr free

or
fo

surface botth models predicted the
t
velocityy and

discrepancies at the wateer surface might
m
be duee to

temperaturee more inacccurately, wh
hile the nonllinear

ex
xcess turbullence causedd by the sp
preader and hot

turbulence m
model proviided closer predictions
p
exxcept

water
w
injection into the fluume.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 6: Veloccity profile com
mparison at (a) x/d=20, (b) x/d
d=40, (c) x/d=665,
(d) x/d=100, and (e) x/d=1550, at the distan
nces measured from the spread
ader
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 7: Temperrature profile coomparison at (a)) x/d=4, (b) x/d
d=12, (c) x/d
=30, (d) x/d=50
0, (e) x/d=90 att the distances measured
m
from the spreader

flow, d the jet diameter, x thee vertical direection, and y
wo tests con
nditions weree
is the horizontal direction. Tw
appliied to compaare the modeel predictionss with resultss
of Ramaprian
R
an
nd Haniu (19983). In the first
f
test, dt
sets as
a zero, U = 0.05 m/s aand U = 0.3 m/s and thee
correesponding values for the ssecond test, are
a dt = 20,,
U = 0.01 m/s and
a U = 0.11 m/s. Figurre 8 presentss
the vertical
v
veloccity which w
was normalizeed for the jett

Ramaprian aand Haniu (11983) conduccted a series of
tessts on heatedd impinging jets into ho
orizontal crooss
flo
ows. The testss were the heeated jet impinging into th
the
horrizontal ambbient cross floow through the bottom. In
this test, U is the horizontaal flow veloccity, U verticcal
vellocity of thhe jet, dt thhe temperatu
ure differennce
bettween the flow and the
t
mean flow,
f
dt th
the
tem
mperature diffference betw
ween the jet and the meaan
14
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velocity, aggainst the norrmalized disttance from thhe jet
for the flow depth in the first test con
nditions, wherre x/d
sets as 5. It iis obvious froom the figuree that the nonnlinear
model proviides better reesults for thee vertical veelocity
while, the linear model underpred
dicts the veertical
velocity.

((b)
Fig.
F 9: Normalized vertical veloccity (a) and norm
malized temperatture
difference (b) against
a
the norm
malized vertical direction
d
at y/d=440

5. Conclusion
n
Fig. 8: Verticaal velocity againnst the normalizeed horizontal dirrection
at x/d=5

In stratified
d saline wateer of lock-reelease types, the
nonlinear model providedd better resu
ults for velocity
profiles especially near thee bed. This occurred
o
in both
b
teests of Zhu ett al. (2006) annd Kneller ett al. (1999). This
T
meant
m
that the nonlinear tturbulence model
m
was more
m
reeliable in prrediction of the velocity
y field of loockreelease types of
o stratified fflows and it might be duee to
th
he effect of the
t turbulencce closure eq
quation accurracy
on the velocity
y field in Navvier-Stokes eq
quations.
Both models provided aacceptable predictions for the
frront head po
osition. The underestimattion was nott of
high importan
nce, because of its low magnitude. The
T
liinear turbulen
nce model prrovided moree accurate results
fo
or the front head positiion in both phases of the
gravitational flow
f
extensioon in the testss carried by Zhu
Z
ett al. (2006).
Therefore, it might bee concluded that the linnear
model
m
had a better
b
functionn in predictin
ng the front head
h
position.
The comp
parisons of the results of linear and
nonlinear turb
bulence moddels in the tests
t
carried by
Schiller et al.
a (1973), showed thaat both moddels
provided rather acceptable
le predictionss for horizonntal
velocity profilles while thee nonlinear model
m
presennted
clloser predicctions near the bed. The nonlinnear
tu
urbulence mo
odel provideed closer preedictions to the

p
the normalized
n
veertical
Figures 9 (a) and (b) present
velocity for the jet velocity
v
and
d the normaalized
temperature difference of
o the flow for
f dt againnst the
normalized vertical distaance from th
he jet for thee flow
depth, respeectively in thhe second test conditions. Here
y/d sets aas 40. Both models pro
ovided accepptable
agreements with the expeerimental meeasurements, while
the nonlineear turbulennce model presented more
accurate preedictions thaan the linear model, wheen the
temperature difference was
w set as zero
o.

(a)
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of lock-release type.

measurement values, than the linear turbulence model
in most parts of the experiments. So, the nonlinear
model could be considered more reliable in
predictions of the velocity profiles in stratified flows
due to temperature gradient.
Both models provided worse results near the free
surface due to anisotropy and more extensive mixing,
which were present near the free surface especially in
near field. The nonlinear model presented more
accurate results in some cases, because it was more
capable of including the anisotropic features of the
turbulent flows.
Both models presented coarser predictions for
temperature profiles in far field rather than the near
field. This might have occurred due to more
extensive mixing, anisotropic nature of the flow, and
high rate of momentum which existed, while the
nonlinear turbulence model presented better results
than the linear model even in far field and was more
capable of predicting the mixing extension through
the depth.
In the second test of the stratified flows with
temperature gradients, both turbulence models had
somehow similar predictions of the horizontal
velocity profiles and temperature in the existence of
the temperature difference between the jet and cross
flow, while in the absence of the temperature
difference, the nonlinear turbulence model had
prsented more accurate predictions evidently.
Because the nonlinear turbulence model provided
better results in most parts of the stratified flows of
both models, while computational costs were not
considerably greater than the cost of linear model, it
could be concluded that stratified flows using
nonlinear turbulence model was reasonable and
suggested ,hereby. The only part in which the
nonlinear model had worse predictions than the linear
turbulence model, was the prediction of the front head
position of gravitational flow in stratified flows
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